Hospital
2050
Changing the Face of
Health Care

How would you design and
plan new hospitals to radically
improve patient experiences
clinical outcomes, staff wellbeing and integration with wider
health and social care?
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How would you design and plan new hospitals
to radically improve patient experiences clinical
outcomes, staff well-being and integration with
wider health and social care?

Derriford Hospital is rejuvenated
into a biodiverse green landscape
which integrates a rich network of
sensory paths and healing gardens
to provide a wider fabric for
recuperation and passive haptic
treatment.
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Non-Technical
Summary
This essay presents an imagining of the future hospital – and
its role in the wider health system. It is written as the speech
notes of the Chief Executive Officer of New NHS South West
Peninsula to introduce the celebration of the 25th anniversary
of the New Hospital Programme. The speech, interspersed with
historic footage, holovids and vignettes from patients, clinicians,
an architect and a health economist, considers how the health
system has evolved from the hospital in the community in the
2020s to recentralisation in the 2040s with a regional quaternary
hospital and city centre health and well-being centres.
In describing this journey, our speaker considers the role of places,
people, digital/other technologies and sustainable design in
system redesign. Over time, we see a shift from a redistribution of
care away from the hospital to satellite sites, non-health buildings
and people’s homes, back to a combination of regional specialist
centres and district general hospitals, to greater centralisation
in quaternary care coupled with urban-based centres (albeit
providing a mixture of preventive and curative care). The role of
technology, climate change and urban revival in driving these
shifts is considered, as is the way that centralisation was made
possible through a transportation revolution.
We also see changes in people’s roles. From the 2020s, greater
emphasis was placed on the need for patients to self-manage their
health problems. The idea of the e-patient (electronic, enabled,
expert and empowered) was promoted, though this did not really
take off until the 2030s with the introduction of patient-held records,
better interoperability between data systems and a growth in
patients’ confidence in the ability of real-time monitoring of their
sensors to identify problems early. As time went on, increasing
emphasis was placed on individual responsibility. Indeed, and in
part in response to growing evidence that unhealthy microbiomes
were very costly to the NHS, we see the introduction of contracts
requiring adherence to life-style guidance in the 2030s (see the
vignette from our patient Paul to get a perspective on this).
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We note new roles in the workforce too. Community, voluntary
and even retail staff were increasingly drawn into key service
provision (giving health advice, co-ordinating group activities,
providing home-help coordination to facilitate early discharge).
As time went on, we began to see a redefinition of, substitution
of and introduction of new roles. Read our vignettes to learn how
Kailash, a proceduralist, but who would have previously been
called an orthopaedic surgeon, is able to do radical, delicate
work supported by artificial intelligence and robotics; or how
radiologists (now digital consultants) such as Jaydon have
continued to take over the medical world! These kinds of changes
take time to bed in. Not all clinicians are happy to see their roles
change, particularly when substitution involves technology. Not
all patients are happy to have substitutes (human or robotic) for
the clinical specialists they are familiar with.
Revolutions in digital and other technologies are, of course, the
big driver of health system change and the role of the hospital
within the wider health system. From the use of health trackers,
wearables and sensors by younger, more affluent groups in the
2020s, to the gradual uptake of micro-chips, biometric tattoos
and nanotech monitors over time, patients have been increasingly
monitored and managed at home. Our patient Suzy describes
the changes in her breast cancer treatment, from a rather brutal
experience in 2011 to personalised drugs introduced by nanobots
and limited interaction with clinicians in 2050. In so many respects,
technological advances in genetic therapies, brain-computer
interfaces, nanotechnology and bio-printed tissues transformed
health outcomes – relating to both life expectancy and healthy life
expectancy.
Finally, what is clear in our essay is the essential focus on
sustainability. From the 2020s, when the New Hospital Programme
demanded zero carbon buildings (a demand that had many
planners scratching their heads at the time) to the 2040s, when
everything about design centres around sustainability (recycling
existing buildings and materials from those buildings; making
greater use of space itself by using mixed-use structures or
assemblages of buildings and even spaces that change across
the day; shifting energy production to solar- and wind-powered;
using flat, non-porous, seamless surfaces, ultraviolet lighting to
kill bacteria in health care buildings), this demand has created
challenges but also very exciting opportunities.
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The essay has drawn on interdisciplinary expertise (from health
services researchers, clinicians, health managers, architects,
historians and digital researchers) and is wide-ranging in its
scope. Our futuristic focus reflects a desire to make what could
be a complex subject interesting and accessible. It is not a
technologically optimistic but, we believe, realistic piece. Against
the benefits of technological advancements in the treatment of
many degenerative diseases, there is a case for arguing that
health inequalities may increase and that new ethical challenges
will arise that will not be easy to resolve (see the vignettes from
our displaced person, paediatrician and medical ethicist). We
hope that we have covered this huge range of issues well and
that you enjoy your read.
Should we be short-listed to the second round, we will add
vignettes from other clinical specialties and health professionals
(including nurses and what used to be called social workers),
extend our discussion of what patient rooms look like and provide
architectural sketches with descriptions of the quaternary hospital
and city health and well-being centres. We hope that we have
covered this huge range of issues well and that you enjoy your
read.
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New NHS South West Peninsula’s media team, 18th June,
2050
“We built a brighter future” event: script and holovid schedule
Notes for Leah Mubashar
Leah: below is a transcript of your speech for this event. If you
can pre-record with pauses where indicated, the media team will
insert the holovids and historic footage
Thanks!
Jorge
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Introduction
Script for Dr Leah Mubashar, CEO NNHS South West Peninsula
It is an absolute pleasure to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the
New Hospital Programme. Planned by a network of hospitals and
their health and care partners from 2020, launched across the
South West in 2025, this historic programme played no small part
in the development of NNHS South West Peninsula today.
We have come a long way. I have been there since the beginning
when, as a Foundation Doctor, I applied to be part of the Design
Team for the future vision of our then Torbay & South Devon
NHS Foundation Trust (TSDF). It is lovely to remember all those
terms from NHS reforms in the early 21st Century. This was the
health and care of the future that I wanted to be part of. With the
then Medical Director of TSDFT, we worked with our University
partners to implement our Building a Brighter Future Programme.
The aim of my talk today is to consider that journey. What worked,
indeed surprised us with respect to the speed and effectiveness
of service change? What didn’t work and why weren’t we so good
at predicting this? Why do we seem to have come full circle over
the past three decades, from a commitment to shifting work away
from hospital buildings to a retreat from ‘hub and spoke’ models
and a renewed emphasis on centralisation? Have we got it right?
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The 2020s: The Hospital in the
Community
From 2016, when TSDFT became an integrated care organisation
with respect to adult acute and community health and care
services, we were building a vision of supporting healthy
communities beyond the hospital’s walls. The hospital itself was
a very ageing estate, a patchwork of buildings, many of which
leaked when it rained [Media Team: stream historic photographs].
Against that background, we were delighted when, in 2020, we
were awarded money from what was then Central Government
under the Hospital Infrastructure Plan 2, subsequently renamed
the New Hospital Programme (NHP).
While the NHP funding allocation was much welcomed, it did not
provide enough money to increase our number of inpatient beds,
despite predicted increasing demands due to ageing and the
obesity epidemic at the time. We decided that our care instead
needed to radically change. We had already been supporting
more integrated, what were called person-centred approaches to
care, and we believed we had made steps towards prevention.
NHP focused our attention on what services could be moved from
the acute setting to the community. The goal was a community
where we were all empowered and supported to be as well and
independent as possible, in charge of our own health and wellbeing, in our own homes.
We began by looking at clinical specialties that were associated
with high acute bed demand and longer outpatient waits due
to COVID-19. We adapted a design framework that allowed us
to appraise, prioritise, pilot and evaluate new interventions that
would help us to redesign care pathways to redistribute work
from the hospital site. We focused our design work around four
main themes (places, people, digital and technologies), and
sustainable design; engaging staff, people and the public at
every stage.
How did this work in practice? Well, thanks to winning a prestigious
prize in 2021, we were able to build on our partnership between
the University and the Trust and the innovative researcher in
residence model, to work together to deliver a radically different
care. Here is an example of the service changes we made in one
clinical specialty during this time.
[Leah, pause. Media Team: stream historic footage with the following voice-over
from Leela-Mae].
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Designing new pathways in orthopaedics
Modelling patient flows and responding to the significant increase
(due to Covid19) in waiting times, we started our design work
in orthopaedics. We found that people waiting for hip or knee
surgery were often living with obesity, low mood, multimorbidity
(i.e. the presence of at least two or more diseases/conditions)
and social adversity. It was clear that they needed better support
within the community and that their general practitioners (GPs)
were best placed to coordinate their care.
While it now sounds very old-fashioned, the data modellers
(people!) at the University provided algorithms to identity suitable
people from primary care records (based on pain codes, weight
and prescriptions). The researchers undertook rapid evidence
reviews of non-clinical interventions that could be ‘socially
prescribed’ to people; some such as weight management,
exercise and mindfulness programmes run by voluntary and
community groups in our new community hub buildings. Other,
more digital interventions could be delivered at home. Some of
our people joined virtual walking or cycling groups, where they
could visit tourist attractions or even compete in races across
the moor. Increasing numbers wore smart watches and learnt to
monitor pulse rate, step counts, and even calorie intake. Looking
back, it is interesting to reflect that participation in these schemes
was entirely optional. We didn’t have the contracts that we use
today.
The speed at which we were able to introduce digital products owed
much to greater acceptance of technology following the Covid19
epidemic, though it still proved quite difficult to engage our oldest
people and those who were very disadvantaged. We started to
issue people with basic technology and Wi-Fi as this proved
more cost-effective (in terms of increasing their engagement with
prevention and self-management) than business as usual.
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When it came to curative care and management, we again
introduced options to do as much work as possible in the
community. GPs ran virtual multidisciplinary team meetings
while people had remote consultations with specialists to share
decision-making about future surgery.
We redesigned theatre space to increase capacity. We were the
first organisation in the region to introduce preoperative advanced
imaging and robotic hip and knee arthroplasty, an expensive
investment but ultimately cost-effective. The most radical shift,
however, was the routinisation of day-case arthroplasty; people
being returned to purchased nursing home beds, polyclinics or,
more frequently, their own homes to recuperate. The home health
coordinators based in the community hubs played a key role in
assisting rapid discharge and managing the triad of join pain,
depression and obesity in a proactive and coordinated way.
[Media Team: stream holovid of Dr Kailash Rawal based on following script].
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The view from today: Kailash, the proceduralist

I

n the old days, I would have been called an orthopaedic surgeon and generally
stereotyped on the basis of the grip strength and carpentry skills required to
do hip and knee replacements. Nowadays, very little of my work is about
joint replacements. Stem cell therapy has transformed the prognosis of people
with severe osteoarthritis. Robots (under my supervision) can do most hips and
knees that need replacing.
What I do instead is more cutting edge and more challenging – and believe me,
having graduated in 2025, I wasn’t formally trained for this as the techniques were
just emerging then. I do spinal surgery under augmented reality (AR) guidance.
We are moving into radical treatments for osteoarthritis of the hand (delicate
and difficult but work that makes a fantastic difference to daily living). Through
robotics, chips and magnetic retraction, I can reach places that you simply cannot
using hands.
I don’t feel ‘replaced’ by robots. I feel that my professional ability has been
enhanced. Ever mindful of the fact that I had to train on the job, I’m also involved
in a lot more medical training, using VR and holodecks to stream operations,
allowing students to be ‘in’ the operating theatre with me.
Though it has been done, most people aren’t quite ready for doctors to carry out
operations remotely using digital technologies to connect with the robots doing
the actual surgery; they want the presence of a real doctor. Some things have
changed. Some things – especially the desire for human contact – stay the same.
[Leah: back to you. Media Team: stream holovid of Dr Mubashar interspersed
with historic footage].

Dr Kailash presents the process
behind the upcoming procedure to
his student doctors. Their virtual
representations flicker as they
study the data and diagrams from
their projection chambers across
the continent.
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Distribution of healing vessels are
coordinated around associated
demand and directly connected
to the public transport network to
provide equal access to spaces of
care and rehabilitation

The work that we did on our orthopaedics pathways showed
the role that places play in service redesign. We redistributed
care to satellite sites and people’s homes, evolved new models
of community care (in rehabilitation centres, polyclinics and GP
surgeries), used outdoor (beaches, parks) and indoor (cafes,
community hubs) spaces to generate well-being and focused
hospital activity on the more critically ill and complex procedures.
With respect to people, we developed new partnerships with
community and voluntary groups to reorientate towards prevention.
We promoted the idea of the e-patient (electronic, enabled, expert
and empowered) with some success. We learnt to substitute roles
– through better integration, automation and the use of robotics
– and we developed new workforce roles, particularly in complex
care management.
Digital and other technologies grew in their use, but more slowly
that we had hoped and predicted. Within the hospital and wider
health and care system, there was growing acceptance of remote
consultation and team working, though some clinicians struggled
with the unfamiliarity of engaging with people via screen,
particularly for ‘physical’ examinations. People and their families
proved even harder to convince. Accepting that the hospital was
not automatically the place for specialist treatment was difficult.
13
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People were particularly suspicious when people without medical
training substituted for clinical roles. Older and more deprived
people were also reluctant to embrace digital technology,
particularly if their living spaces lacked privacy. So, the home use
of apps, VR etc was, for a while, more of an add-on to existing
activity than a substitution.
We also learned that everything we did had implications for
sustainability. From the materials (recycled and renewable) we
used to build the new hospital, the focus on building for flexibility and
maintenance (through using modular design, durable materials
and naturally bacteria-resistant surfaces), the use of solar and
wind orientation to reduce emissions, the reduction of plastics
and waste and the reimagining of spaces to be therapeutic and
aesthetic, we were constantly aware of the fact that sustainable
design was a key part of ‘building a better future’.

Proposed phasing of site
advancement
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This series of images, capturing
existing site surfaces and scenes,
evokes the fragmented vestigial
nature of the space and how
the fabric contains a variety of
opportunities within its many
layers.
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The 2030s. Part I: The
Technological Revolution

Real

By 2030, we had applied our design principles to other clinical
specialties. Virtual clinics and diagnosing conditions in the
community had become the new normal. We finally saw sustained
reductions in hospital admissions and, in part because of better
prevention and earlier diagnosis, improved patient care.
Technological changes played a key role here. By the 2030s,
most people were happy to use health trackers, wearables and
sensors – devices adopted by younger, more affluent groups in
the previous decade. The new technologies were now microchips, biometric tattoos and nanotech monitors, their potential
finally realised once we achieved interoperability between our
data systems. The fact that people routinely started managing
their own health records made a significant difference to their
motivation and ability to self-manage specific health problems,
their preventive care and in most cases their overall care. The new
artificial intelligence systems were starting to get clever - adapting
their prompts and guidance to humans’ varied responses to
stress, risk and challenge. The monitoring of real time data could
alert health and care staff to any worrying changes in readings
when individuals’ capacity to self-manage deteriorated ensuring
early intervention when needed.

Integrated cybernetics overview
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We were also understanding a lot more about the role of the
microbiome in so many human conditions, including metabolic
disease; cancer aetiology (and the efficacy of novel cancer drugs);
conditions associated with brain function such as Parkinson’s
disease and Alzheimer’s disease; urogenital health; and general
immune response to infection. While intestinal microbiome
medicinal products were first made available on the private
market, the consequences of unhealthy microbiomes for public
health systems changed attitudes (and subsequently legislation)
about the acceptability of contracts requiring adherence to lifestyle guidance (diet, smoking, exercise, alcohol intake).
[Leah – pause. Media Team: stream holovid of our patient Paul, based on
following script].
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The view from today: Paul, a revolution in lifestyle

I

’m 80 years old and it is hard to deny that medical technology has completely
transformed my life. I have several devices – both in my pod (cubes which
measure air quality, temperature, humidity, noise, light, air pressure) and
on and in my body (tattoos that measure my ECG, blood pressure, arrhythmia
and oxygenation as well as a robotic sleeve around my beating heart). I think
I have 20 years to live and am told by The Programme that I am doing well
staving off circulatory collapse, arthritis and cognitive absence. In some ways I
have a lot to thank the COVID-19 Pandemic of 2020-23 as recovering from Long
COVID made me look at my life differently. I stopped smoking. I wouldn’t be here
otherwise.
I have still ended up with heart failure. What is different for me is that, in the past,
like my Dad, I would have landed up regularly in old Torbay Hospital for weeks at
a time, gradually declining. Today, they are monitoring me before my symptoms
actually start and then get me the right medication. I don’t see my personal holophysician much. My specialist nurse practitioner is my main point of contact who
only occasionally calls up the doctors at The Programme. She seems to understand
what I’m going through and encourages me tailor The Programme to ensure that
my lifestyle and medication keep my circulation in balance.
I chose – or rather the Programme cajoled me into choosing - gentle exercise
(through a digital class), four weekly menu plans (healthy meals delivered online) and some mental well-being building. I’m a bit doubtful about some of this
(do you know, sometimes I just want battered fish and chips, wrapped up in a
paper?), but it’s a condition of me receiving curative treatment.
[Leah – resume. Media Team: Leah’s voiceover to be accompanied by holovids of
BMI surgeries].

Paul gently strolls along the narrow
causeway, envious of a couple
indulging fish and chips, taking his
time and watching his balance as
his physiotherapist reassures him
from further down the path.
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Technological advances also continued at pace in the field
of curative care during this decade. From the late 2020s,
neurosurgeons were implementing brain-machine interfaces
(BMIs) to restore some mobility to those with paralysis through
mind-controlled wheelchairs or neuro-prosthetic limbs. Muscle
atrophy, rates of which had grown with demographic ageing and
associated rises in osteoarthritis and other conditions, began to
be ameliorated with injections of fast-contracting muscles based
on nanotechnology. Cancer care was transforming – for some
people and some cancers – due to personalized vaccines, cell
therapy and gene editing.
[Leah – pause. Media Team: stream holovid of Susy, based on following script].
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The view from today: Susy, no longer a breast
cancer ‘survivor’

I

was diagnosed with breast cancer in 2011. Thinking back on this time at
the spritely age of 86, it strikes me that the medicine I received saved my
life but, my goodness, it was brutal. I remember having to lie in body sized
radiotherapy machines, alone in an enormous room. Chemotherapy involved
visits every three weeks to the hospital, where rows of us would be wired up to
both the chemo and the anti-sickness drugs. To be fair, these were really supportive
places with great staff, but you felt like you’d been hit with a sledgehammer after
each treatment. Lots of surgery, too, I recall, all approached with a stiff upper
lip, as were outpatient appointments which typically involved waiting for at least
three hours.
Compared to having breast cancer today, it all feels rather medieval. I was diagnosed
again in 2030 - at an earlier stage thanks to more advanced mammography and
liquid and breath biopsies, which were better at detecting my cancer at an earlier
stage. This was at a time when technological revolution was happening apace.
So, when they discovered that my cancer did have a genetic basis, they suggested
managing it through a combination of conventional chemotherapy and a trialled
molecular targeted therapy. I still had to go to hospital. I still lost my hair (!).
However, I’m here and that counts for a lot.

As the overcast morning light flows
into Susy’s apartment, she stands
as her Holo projector flickers into
life for her 10am check up. Her cats
Rosie and Poppy are once again
fascinated by the light cast by the
hologram and continue to play
with the projection throughout the
consultation.
20
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Come 2050 and yes, I still have breast cancer. However, it’s a totally different
experience. In 2020, I’d say “Hi, I’m Susy and I’m a breast cancer survivor”. Today,
it’s barely worth mentioning. Due to genomic sequencing, I have personalised
drugs introduced by nanobots to my system in a way that doesn’t create the awful
side effects I remember in 2011. When my sensors suggest that the medication
needs readjustment, the health centre 3-D prints my smart pills and sends them
over by drone. I barely interact with my care manager because everything is now
running so smoothly. The digital health assistants and chatbots do get in touch
when my stats say I’m not exercising enough. They also have mixed feelings about
my love of alchosynth (thank God I also have a black-market supply of the real
stuff). But the point is, I’m alive, I’m healthy. I am monitored at home and, with
the exception of my hologram consultations, hardly interact with the hospital.

[Leah – resume. Media Team: Leah’s voiceover to be accompanied by holovids of
social and environmental events].
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The 2030s. Part II:
The Urban Revival
The technological revolution of the 2030s made us review our
approach to the wider health system. Running district general
hospitals (DGHs) which covered all specialties no longer made
much sense in a world of growing specialisation. From the early
part of the decade, University Hospitals Trust in Plymouth became
the regional centre for Neurosurgery and Trauma, providing
highly specialised care for both adults and children who would
then rehabilitate in their local DGH. Royal Devon and Exeter
Hospital specialised in cancer care; Torbay and South Devon
became the specialised centre for senior care (covering a wide
range of conditions, co-morbidities and interventions - from lifestyle monitoring to the use of nanotechnology to grow and repair
of ageing or damaged tissues).
Other developments necessitated more radical thinking. By the
mid-2030s, many towns and cities in the South West Peninsula
were subject to nuisance flooding because of sea level rises.
The devolved regional government chose to invest in protective
barriers in selected neighbourhoods in Plymouth, Exeter, Torquay
and Dartmouth, in part because of their tourism revenue. Other
towns such as Penzance, Bude, Newton Abbot and Dawlish
were earmarked for disinvestment, while higher elevation centres
(Okehampton, Truro) became new growth hubs. We saw growing
urbanization, in part to reduce transport, in part because the
continued outward expansion of towns and cities could no longer
take place at the expense of rural, agricultural areas – due to the
increased costs of imported food and climate change, we had a
new agricultural revolution.
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Our cities grew “up” not “out” to a more continental model and
their functions changed from retail and commercial to culture,
education, leisure and housing. In what we now recognise as
an urban revival, our cities became lively, vibrant places. With a
greater recognition of the need for sustainability, climate change
mitigation and the role of green and blue space on health, urban
design shifted from a focus on individual buildings to a reimagining
of the whole city ecosystem. We learned lessons from China to
rebuild our streets as “sponges” with integral water collection
and recycling and the filtering of pollution. Energy production
(including for transport) shifted to wind and solar, assets that
we enjoy in plenty in the South West (now the leading region for
offshore wind farms). We shifted to passivhaus principles, using
sunlight rather than solar panels to warm spaces and natural
ventilation to cool them. We also had to design our buildings
to withstand the increased intensity and frequency of storms
(learning lessons from Scotland and Wales).
We have become experts in recycling existing buildings and
materials from those buildings. Indeed, we now plan for future
recycling in conception of new buildings. Old department stores
and office tower blocks having been converted into residential
pods. We also make greater use of space itself by using mixeduse structures or assemblages of buildings and even spaces
that change across the day. The roof tops of our public buildings
become restaurants by night, our gardens, evening markets.
We have also seen a greening of our urban landscapes to
accommodate urban agriculture. All of this has helped to not
only grow our food footprint but also enable us to live in more
pleasant surroundings, with cleaner air and reduced surface
water flooding.
In response to greater residential centralisation, we made the
decision, in 2038, to abandon our DHG sites (distant from their
city/town centres), capitalise on the prices of high elevation land
and relocate to the old high streets. Echoing times past, the
“hospital” was to become a central place.
[Leah – pause. Media Team: stream holovid of Alex Cronin, South West Health
Trust architect, based on following script].
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The view from today: Alex, Lead Architect for the
South West Health Trust

I

was drawn to architecture years ago by the idea of making beautiful things.
I still make beautiful things, but how we define beauty has so much has
changed since I first studied.

With the relocation of hospitals to central zones, we have had a great opportunity
to build not just for aesthetics (increasingly recognised as therapeutically
important), but also for sustainability. My work these days for the NNHS SW
peninsula is as much environmental engineer as it is architect in the historic
sense. While as an architect I still have to think about things like space, structure
and enclosure, much more of my attention (and the character of the building)
is focused on how the building performs, e.g. how much energy is used in its
production and day-to-day life, and how much energy it produces itself through
solar and wind power, and where the building’s site allows geothermal and tidal
power; how I can maximise the use of surfaces of the building (the facades, the
roof) for the production of energy, water recycling and/or food. All of these were
known when I first studied, they are just required now.
There are also many new requirements that have come into play: identifying
tax reductions for specifying local materials (based on the their distance from
origin to the project site); calculating (at the design stage) and monitoring (postcompletion) the building’s well-being quotient within a matrix of air quality,
temperature, humidity, blue/green (water/vegetation) visual elements and
inhabitants’ anticipated and actual stress levels (which factors in the types of
activities they are doing). The well-being quotient has to consider not only the
inside of the building but is also geared towards a more symbiotic relationship
between the building and the landscape. Much has been learned on this from
vernacular architecture around the world.
Just as I have to take a more active role in the ongoing life of the buildings and
places I design, I also take a more active role in my health.

Alex tests out various design
iterations in an attempt to
organically integrate a greater
quotient of growing surfaces and
a new hyper-loop connection
into a new regional residential
proposition.
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I live in a tower built on top of what was once a department store. I have my own
agro-pod attached to the side of the tower where I grow some of my own food,
supplemented by the food grown in the hydroponics lab that occupies much of
the old department store. I keep a good eye on my health by regularly checking
by bi-monitors and checking in with the chatbots. I have also signed up for one
of those food health maintenance programs, which provide carefully calculated
meals based on my age, body type, family medical history, level of physical
fitness, and mental wellness (my bio monitor also tracks my mental state based
on personal/work-related stress, and mental agility fostered through both work
and personal activities such as reading). Like the buildings and places I design, it
requires a sensitivity to the relationship between the human body and the wider
environment.
[Leah – resume. Media Team: Leah’s voiceover to be accompanied by most popular holovids of the NNHS SW peninsula].

The skyscrapers of today are
seen as nodes of multiplicity and
common ground. Towers that were
once purely the site of department
stores and commercial offices now
have become home to moments of
communal gathering and a directly
integrated network of healing
vessels. The challenge of Alex, a
modern architect; is to weave these
functions organically into the flow
of daily life through methods of
assembly that can stand the test of
time.
25
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The 2040s Part I: Towards a ReCentralisation of our Healthcare
System
2038 proved pivotal to the way in which we design our hospital
of today – though we no longer call our Health and Well-Being
Centres ‘hospitals’; I will admit to finding the term nostalgic as
many people my age do, please bear with me. Specialisation in
curative care was already taking us towards the development
of regional centres of excellence. The trend towards health on
the high street shifted investment from generalist centres on
the periphery of urban centres to health hubs at the heart of our
cities and towns. Due to technological developments, much of
the health ‘care’ we needed to provide could be done virtually, in
real-time, in people homes. We no longer needed the large space
required for traditional diagnostic equipment. What did we need
large, out of town hospital sites for?
[Leah – pause. Media Team: stream holovid of Dr Jaydon James, digital consultant,
based on following script].
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The view from today: Jaydon, digital consultant

I

n the past, I would have been called a radiologist. This speciality took on more
and more interventional procedures from the late 20th century (performing
work that had previously been done by surgeons). This was an early example
of the ways in which traditional medical roles could be substituted, changed and
modernised, a process that has really taken off in the 21st century.
In the old days, radiology took up a lot of space in hospitals, typically in the
basement with no windows or natural lighting. CT, SPECT, PET and MRI
(particularly wide bore) scanners required whole rooms, machines typically
being manufactured to accommodate large people. A typical day would involve
less time performing diagnostic imaging or interventional procedures and rather
more on admin - obtaining patient histories, reviewing information, preparing
and dictating reports of findings and organising clinical referrals.
Artificial intelligence and machine learning did much to improve the work flow
and overall productivity of radiology. Unlike my predecessors, I don’t have to
peer at crude scan data. I am interpreting molecular imaging and genomics. AI
is helping me to sift through a huge quantity of imaging data in seconds with
reports generated in near real time at a level of such diagnostic accuracy that
management pathways are enacted within days. When I think about how we
relied on human skills alone with so many possibilities for error and delays it was
surprising that disasters didn’t happen more often- all those workarounds to keep
the system going, hit the Government targets etc.

After running through the
upcoming procedure with his
patient and assisting neurologist,
Dr Jaydon heads over to his
terminal to update his AI coworker Raina with initial patient
scan data for the system to begin
to process.
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I’m not just part of the diagnosis nowadays either. Many more of us are
interventional radiologists who cut off the blood supply to tumours or implant
treatments; so much so that it feels a very direct human contact specialty. Based in
our city centre health and well-being centre, I see more people face to face than a
neurologist now. People actually know who their radiologist is! This direct contact
is a real change. Relationships develop further as our people can immediately
access their scans and I can respond to direct enquiries from regular service users.
It is part of my Job which is not as obtrusive as it would sound to any doctor who
worked in the old system because being part of a Programme means parties have
signed up to contracts on what to expect from the doctor-service user relationship.
[Leah – resume. Media team: holovids of high-speed trains and hyperloops]
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Direct
intercity
hyper-loop
links greatly reduce the need for
vehicular traffic with greatest
priority reserved for medical and
agricultural transport to city
centres. This allowing a swift and
equally allocated distribution of
care and produce. Secondary high
speed links then feed inner city
connections which then join the
main network at key nodes. Note
that part of the old Derriford site
has been retained to provide a
specialist rehabilitation and health
and well-being centre for this new
growth hub

The shift towards centralisation was greatly promoted by the
transportation revolution of the 2040s. Futuristic visions of flying
and self-driving cars did not come to pass. We all realised that
this was space and energy intensive. Instead, we reinvented
trains! The solar-powered high-speed train network that connects
the Southwest to London and beyond was completed in 2045
(as ever, just a bit behind schedule). This introduced the idea of
built-in compartments for those travelling for medical attention, an
idea that the South West Regional Government has seized and
run with.
The impetus for ever greater centralisation was, as outlined
earlier, understood by the late 2030s. We knew that it made no
sense to replicate services across all hospitals in our region;
that, with health care activity increasingly taking place in people’
homes and local community hubs, the role of the ‘hospital’ was
increasingly tenuous. The transportation revolution allowed us to
realise our most radical plan yet.
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I should note here that one thing that has not changed is the
continuing reorganisation of the NHS! The collaboration brought
in with Simon Stevens’s development of Integrated Care Systems
(ICS) in 2021 changed the way of doing business within NHS
England. The COVID 19 Pandemic of 2020-23 emphasised the
need for and indeed accelerated the effectiveness of these
new entities. The Devon ICS was the last to form and the first
to instigate further collaboration. Recognising the economies of
scale that were achieved through centralisation, we formed NNHS
South West Peninsula, a partnership of health, care, community
and voluntary organisations across Devon and Cornwall. We
agreed to collectively invest in a central quaternary hospital
(based in Okehampton) that specialised in high volume trauma
and complex care on a day-case basis. When people could
not be directly discharged to their homes, our health and wellbeing centres had well-staffed (public and voluntary, community
and social enterprise recuperation and rehabilitation wards for
intermediate care.
How was this centralisation made possible? Quite simply by
the decision of our regional government to invest in a network
of hyperloops between Okehampton and the towns in which our
health and well-being centres were located (already served by
traditional transport networks). Our hyperloop cabs allow people
to be anaesthetised locally, transported in a specialised pod to
Okehampton, then transported back (still anaesthetised) to their
local health care hubs. We usually discharge to home on the same
day. More complex people are managed in our rehabilitation
rooms.

Medical pods traveling from clinic
to clinic along the core hyper-loop
network are now commonplace.
Doctor and patient frequently
travel between healthcare facilities
based on the availability of care
and provisions before returning
the next morning with the stage to
treatment complete.
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Our ability to shift most of our interventional work to the quaternary
centre has reshaped the function of our health and well-being
centres. No longer needing the large spaces required for
diagnostics, the traditional pre- and post-op wards or the staff
numbers required for administration and the management of
patient flow (now dealt with through AI), we have released space
to include the full range of activities – from prevention through to
intervention and end of life care – in our urban-based centres.
These now house what, in the old days, would have been
called acute care, primary care, social care, social prescribing,
rehabilitation units and ‘health improvement’ (relating to wider
determinants of health). This approximates the vision that we
developed in 2016, but in one building.
And gorgeous buildings they are. Whether a quaternary or city
centre, the emphasis has been on aesthetic, therapeutic and
sustainable spaces. Care rooms are designed for personalised
care. The head wall not only contains all the required technological,
electrical and gas components. It has sound and light systems
that can be programmed to simulate the outdoors (bird song and
blue skies) or any favourite places. Even the colours of the walls
can be customised by each user. At the footwall, people have a
large screen where they can watch media content, talk with their
friends and family, view their bio-data and pathway plans and
have 2D (or optional VR assisted) 3D holo-consultations or travel
experiences.
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The very materials are designed to reduce infection. We use
flat, non-porous, seamless surfaces, ultraviolet lighting to kill
bacteria and low-porosity rubber flooring that doesn’t contain
sealants or waxes that trap bacteria and fungal spores. This is
important since antimicrobial resistance development requires
constant suppression of hospital infections. We have changed
not only the flooring but also the plumbing so that regular pulsing
air stops bacterial build up in our sinks and toilets which have
tripled in number since single rooms became the norm. Again, I
take a moment to reflect on what we thought was OK for personal
experience even in the 2020s - to share a ‘bedroom’ when ill and
hospitalised.
All health buildings now include green spaces too – roof-top
allotments and an array of sensory gardens (all covered for sun
protection) which are not only available to people and staff. They
have become important community assets, enhancing mental wellbeing and providing study centres for trainee land conservators
(a profession that has survived the technological revolution). Our
city health centres are also places of cultural reminiscence and
revitalisation. Among the many arts-based activities run by our
community and voluntary partners, it has been wonderful to see
the revival of traditional skills such as lace-making, embroidery,
quilting and woodworking.
[Leah – pause. Media Team: stream holovid of Angus Robertson, digital and
informatics specialist, consultant, based on following script].
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The view from today: Angus, data and informatics
specialist

I

n many ways the work I do resembles what was done at the end of the last
century; the takeover of the workplace by the computer in the latter half of the
20th Century has continued apace well into this century. AI does much of the
work – integrating and analysing very large amounts of data on individual and
population health. However, people like me are needed to ensure that the data
going in are clean, the variables selected logical and the findings interpreted (and
occasionally challenged).
We have continued to move away from what now seems the ancient yet once
ubiquitous conception of the office. Operating from anywhere and interacting with
colleagues is no big deal: home, café, park or on the go. What has changed is the
improvement in these interactions. Holographic meetings are now commonplace,
aided by interactive holographic displays of information that can be manipulated
simultaneously by multiple yet distant participants.
Yet in becoming more mobile and digitally agile, the desire to interact physically
with others has also taken on added significance as we better understand the
impact of this interaction on wellbeing. While all of this might seem obvious, such
considerations are now recognised through more explicit action. Spaces of public
gathering – squares, parks and the liminal spaces outside and between buildings
– are now higher up on the agenda of local government and private and public
organisations, and financially supported through tax incentives, community
land trusts and charitable and private funding bodies. I suppose we have climate
change to thank for this shift.

The value of space and surface is
reconsidered with new emergent
attitudes towards passive healing
and communal land gaining
greater
traction.
Discarded
courtyards
and
underused
vehicular surfaces are transformed
into spaces of play and gathering
which also act as climate sinks for
flooding and refining air quality.
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A prime example of these spaces can be found at the health centre where I work.
Less of an afterthought as some leftover space amidst a sea of parking, greened
gathering (and movement) spaces have a more synergetic relationship with the
building itself. I actually like going into the health centre – it’s more like going to a
park in which there happens to be a building, which looks less like a building and
more like a growing surface for all sorts of vegetation.
[Leah – resume. Media team: back to holovid of Leah]
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7

The 2040s Part II:
Cost Savings at Last!
Many of the changes we have made to the health care system
over the past fifty years have focused on achieving cost savings.
We had high hopes for our early integration projects but, overall,
evidence of greater cost-effectiveness was slim. As we rolled out
new technological innovations throughout the 2020s and 2030s,
we found we were often running older and new services alongside
each other – at increased cost. For a while we were even running
duplicate buildings. This was neither green nor sustainable.
In the 2040s we developed a more rational and relational microeconomic approach to health. As requests for healthcare continued
to outstrip our ability to provide care, even with slowing of the
demographic shift, NNHS South West Peninsula led the way in a
regional approach that has now been emulated across England
and abroad. There were three premises: that the effectiveness of
interventions, not the amount of pain and distress should drive
investment and disinvestment; that integration needed to prove
itself as worthwhile or be eliminated; and that most care would be
carried out by technology and the population.
[Leah – pause. Media team: stream holovid of Dr Harry Rose, health economist]
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The view from today: Harry, health economist

T

hinking back, the shift to increased expenditure in mental health care
after the Covid-19 pandemic made the case for change – demand was
deliberately increased despite clear evidence that both medication and
psychological therapies barely met the very low NICE guideline threshold in terms
of cost effectiveness. This created an increased expectation for being ‘fixed’ but
mostly resulted in long waiting lists for therapy, even higher levels of treatment
with medication of limited benefit, and reduced funding for cancer treatment and
orthopaedic care.
A set of new health economic analyses using continuous machine learning
recognised the need to focus professional care almost entirely on highly effective
care that lay people or technology cannot carry out. These novel analyses brought
together the completed One Devon Data Linkage project – including whole system
cost/service inputs, process of care measures and outcomes for 23 key population
sub-groups – with retrospective impact analyses, prospective 5-year modelling
and embedded randomised studies to generate intelligence of reasonably high
certainty about benefits of different change scenarios.
As a result, we transformed the profile of expenditure for the system. Over five
years we invested in community and hospital-based professionals able to carry
out high value procedures and interpret biofeedback and work with people who
had conflicts with the recommendations related to high value medication. We
also invested in community connectors supporting behaviour change likely to be
high value. This was accompanied by sustained disinvestment in practitioners
engaged in low value activity. This included most care for those with chronic pain,
distress and tiredness related to untreatable conditions. Multi-professional teams
dedicated to these symptoms were disbanded. Instead care for individuals with
such problems was re-engineered around relationships with friends, community
and networked supporters from around the world. This was based on recognition
that what mattered most to people were positive relationships, worthwhile
activities and connection with beautiful rural and urban space. These could be
optimised without mental health practitioners who focussed in the more limited
role of supporting staff deal with transition stress.
In addition, while we have gradually spent more on what used to be called digital,
there has also been major disinvestment in redundant, borderline effective
and potentially harmful technological innovations that we had accumulated
in the system. None of this was easy but, through year-on-year assertive work
with communities, we agreed these step changes in how we invested, alongside
supporting others in the UK in this journey. Overall, you can see how timely use
of data and brave decision making alongside community engagement has led to
a far better use of resources.
[Leah – resume. Media team: back to holovid of Leah]
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8

2050:
Where Are We Now?
I want to give you an honest version of where my colleagues and
I think we are now. We benefit from a long collective memory most people are working beyond 75 to reinforce the public sector
workforce. Indeed, my CEO predecessors and the very same
Medical Director who was at the opening ceremony of the Torbay
Hospital rebuild are still holding portfolios on the continuing
implementation programmes taking research into real life practice
at a pace unimaginable fifty years ago. It makes one wonder what
the next fifty years will look like.
I think we did build a brighter future. We have significantly
strengthened prevention and early diagnosis, in part through
the introduction of life-style contracts (which I’ll admit my more
senior colleagues have struggled with). We are curing once fatal
diseases (death rates have significantly declined for most cancers)
and making diseases that were very debilitating manageable.
People are living longer and with less co-morbidity than twentyfive years ago, thanks largely to new gene therapies to treat
Alzheimer’s and other genetic forms of dementia. We also learnt
to take the life-long impact of negative exposures (physical and
psychological) in childhood seriously. While some people have
worried that we are medicalising childhood, there is no doubt that
we have reduced the appalling levels of epigenetic harm we were
witnessing in the 2020s.
Yet, we still have challenges. As the CEO of NNHS South West
Peninsula, what particularly bothers me is the fact that, while the
digital divide has narrowed, health inequalities have widened
over the past 25 years. Much of this is related to the housing
price market. For example, Plymouth has witnessed growing
divides according to whether you live in a protected environment
or not. We are seeing an increase in diseases relating to poor
environments in a way that we have not witnessed since Victorian
times.
[Leah – pause. Media Team: stream holovids of Maryam Ngoy and Dr John Mei,
based on following scripts].
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The view from today: Maryam, a displaced person

A

s displaced persons, we are luckier than most. Thanks to the efforts of
a UK humanitarian organisation, we were relocated to Plymouth, one
of the UK’s sanctuary cities. Life is still hard, with much that we have
had to do to adjust to life here. However, we have received much support, both
formal and informal. Key in this has been our Community Connection Tri-Net
where I work as one of the network leaders - this started way back as a Hub in a
building! We still operate at the local level – helping make sure we have time in
the open and face to face contact, but now we focus on intercontinental exchange.
When I first came to the UK some people talked of 5 ways to wellbeing – now the
Tri-Net has 72 including 189 focussed on work and productive time. The doctors
and nurses at the Hub used to give so much guidance on dealing with stress and
nutrition. What used to be the Cultural Kitchen where we got together with other
families, pooling our resources, sharing woes and cooking meals together has
expanded into an exchange scheme with communities in every continent.

As her pen pal Adrain gets up
from the table to return to work,
Maryam waves goodbye before
swiftly returning to her freshly
baked chocolate cake.
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Stress is still an issue. After the Mass Tapering in 2032 when we all came off the
old psychotropic medications, psychiatric diagnoses were abolished as unscientific
and instead we started having the Mind-body Rhythm Analysis. I didn’t take
it too seriously, but I have to admit it worked well for me and the flashbacks
lessened. I was able to start work. Some people of course went overboard with
it and some companies tried to force it on employees. I’m glad we have a better
balance now.
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The view from today: John, a paediatrician

I

came to the UK from China as a medical exchange student to study at the
Peninsula Medical School, acclaimed at the time as the most integrated of all
health care schools with nurses, doctors, physios etc all training together. I
never left. I now live in Plymouth in the community of Stonehouse, which is where
I work. While based in the hospital in the city centre, my work is part of the health
and well-being centre and seeks to holistically address the cultural, economic and
social needs of the community. I provide guidance to families, talking to them
about nutrition, mental health and other aspects of their well-being that can best
be addressed through preventive care.
The most valuable part of my work is to strengthen family and community bonds
to decrease all forms of abuse whether physical violence or alcohol dependency.
Building on the success of Smokefree by 2030, where we hit our zero-smoking
target by 2033 (our roadmap was set back by Covid19), we launched Alcofree in
2035. Despite public health campaigns showing how drinking too much increases
the risk of mouth, throat and breast cancers as well as strokes, heart disease and
liver, brain and nervous-system damage; various attempts to re-price Alcosynth;
and an eventual ban on alcohol in 2042, there is a thriving black market in
ethanol-based products.
Continuing alcohol dependency is a key issue for our work as it impacts on family
relationships. We focus on our children’s start in life because happy, healthy
children become happy, healthy adults. We have deliberately rejected the use of
predictive machine learning to identify potentially vulnerable children as this was
leading to real ethical difficulties in the 2040s (babies being removed at birth). We
have also pulled back from punitive responses to ethanol use, preferring instead to
re-educate offenders. We focus instead on starting well and living well as a whole
community. Health is part of a co-joined approach pursued by the health and
well-being centre, local schools and charitable organisations. In more difficult
cases, we do practice surveillance in the home and, rarely, place replicants (an
expensive option) to help families 24/7 in child-care, cooking, keeping their pods
clean and avoiding addictive substances.
These interventions have helped to make some real gains. In the past, educational
attainment in the South West was notably poorer than in other regions. Today
our children are accessing specialised training and education at equal rates to
their peers in other parts of the country. We have reduced rates of epigenetic
change (which are now routinely monitored within local schools). Thank heavens,
we have also made significant progress with dental health (some of my colleagues
remember dreadful rates of dental caries – these have reduced by >90% since
2030).
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There is still much to do though. What is discouraging in this is that we only need
look across Stonehouse Creek to see a very different life. Unlike the privileged
residents of Royal William Yard, many in Stonehouse live in the intertidal, a zone
subject to periodic nuisance flooding. Spring tides see the ground floor of homes
covered with water; storm surges increase the frequency and severity of this
nuisance flooding. Those that have the economic or social capital to do so have
left the intertidal; left behind are those most disadvantaged. They are hard hit by
problems that can be traced to the floods and the deterioration of the fabric of the
buildings they live in; asthma, diarrhoea, respiratory infections and sick building
syndrome are all too common place. Of greater concerns are frequent outbreaks
of coliform diseases.
Since the 2020s when several very promising approaches to attacking bacteria
were discovered, we have taken real steps forward – and then backwards – in
managing antimicrobial resistance. The poor living conditions in the intertidal
exacerbate these risks. Several vector-borne diseases have also emerged in Europe,
thanks to climate change and, again, the intertidal tends to provide the habitats
that such vectors love to breed in. It is here that we face our greatest challenges in
the city.
[Leah resume]

Residents and Replicants of
Adelaide Street Stonehouse, clear
debris and recover items carried
away by recent seasonal floods.
Tide-marks now line the walls of
the district as the water encroaches
further with every storm whilst
flood barriers and water collection
schemes protect the more affluent
regions from any such damage.
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We are also grappling with ethical issues, some predicted, others
quite new. Medical ethicists have become a core part of health
care teams, helping to make key decisions about individual
people’ pathways. They also assume key director positions
in NNHS South West Peninsula This is one role that we simply
cannot do without in 2050.
[Leah – pause. Media Team: stream holovid of Dr Ellen Ferrari, based on
following script].
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The view from today: Ellen, the medical ethicist

I

n 2020, people were used to having implanted devices such as defibrillators
or pacemakers to steady or reset the heart. By the 2030s, we were using things
like microchips in our hands instead of keys and credit cards. In 2050, it is
usual for people to have cochlear and retinal implants that have made deafness
and blindness a thing of the past. Chips that are implanted into the brain to restore
movement and communication are making once devastating diseases such as
Parkinson’s quite manageable. Exoskeltons allow people who have experienced
stroke or spinal injury to walk.
All these things have given people a new lease on life, one that is more productive
that used to be possible with these conditions. Our seniors - and there are plenty
of them who date back to the baby boom and X generations – have been the real
recipients. They are living longer and now remain an active (and sizable) part of
the work force up to age 75; thank goodness, as they help to offset the worldwide
decline in the younger population that started at the beginning of this century.
In some ways, technological advances have solved the ethical problems that we
used to grapple with. We no longer need to derive pluripotent stem cells from
actual human embyros or gain consent from the relatives of the deceased because
we can grow stem cells and organs for transplants in laboratories.
In other cases, it is not so straightforward. No one objects to multilingual earbuds,
but people are increasingly asking for prosthetic implants or enhancement genetic
engineering not for medical reasons but to ‘upgrade’ themselves. There is concern
that the use of health technologies for non-therapeutic purposes has gone too far,
not least because they tend only to be affordable to the most privileged in society.

Cargo drones fly by overhead
as users travel along Armada
Way. Projections from the
TSDF advertise a new range of
cybernetics and prosthetics to
passers by.
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As medical ethicists, we have to advise on both the systems and practices that are
required to ensure that we do no harm. Progress has been made in developing
laws to prevent employers and insurers from making decisions based on AI
predictions of people’s future health conditions. It has proved more difficult to
protect our systems from hacking and deliberate sabotage (of smart pills) which,
in a small number of cases, has resulted in severe harm. Current debates about
transhumanist rights (to have non-therapeutic interventions provided, free of
change, by the NNHS (New National Health Service established in 2048 to mark
the centenary of the NHS) and the rights of replicants have not been resolved.
Notwithstanding the benefits of technological revolutions, there are also concerns
about the need to protect people themselves from psychological harm. Not all
advances in e.g. AI prediction have not been accompanied by advances in effective
practice. We manage such people on a case-by-case basis, making the medical
ethicist a core part of the health care team to navigate unchartered territories.
[Leah resume].

Those who wish to are able to work
in physically strenuous industries
longer than previously possible
through the development of exosuit technology. The development
of these supporting mechanisms
also greatly reduces severity and
frequency of accidents at work,
whilst also eliminating long term
strain and spinal injuries.
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As previously noted, there have been some expressed concerns
about the ‘medicalisation’ of childhood. By contrast, the extent
to which we have de-medicalised mental health is very striking.
By 2020, it is estimated that 17% of the adult population were on
antidepressants. Following the Covid19 epidemic, this reached
around 25%, with alarming increases in rates of anxiety among
children and young people. At the same time, the evidence base
for the effectiveness of both psychotropic medication and talking
therapies was increasingly being questioned. By the late 2020s,
evidence linking brain disorders and circadian dysfunction led to
new forms of treatment, primarily life-style related and, in 2031,
we began the ‘Mass Tapering’ off psychotropic medications.
Thinking back, far greater demands are placed on individuals
to take responsibility for their health than when we launched the
New Hospital Programme.
We asked our people whether they were ‘happy’. We know that this
is not a scientifically validated approach to assessing satisfaction
with a health care system. However, we were interested in
authentic accounts (an approach that gained legitimacy in the
2020s through methods such as appreciative enquiry). We
received different views, epitomised by Susy and Paul:
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The view from today: Susy, loving the rest of my
life

A

m I happy? Darling, I’m ecstatic. I look and feel like a fifty-year-old.
Seriously, what we used to call plastic surgery is so affordable and
minimally invasive, I look amazing! I feel amazing too; this new-found
well-being has inspired me to get involved in a range of THRIVE activities.
I especially like the daily Pilates sessions at the live-well centre here in Royal
William Yard in Plymouth. I also like the swims in the sea I take a couple of times
a week. All of that is easier now that the protective barriers are in place to protect
us all from the nuisance flooding so common now because of sea level rise.
Having been a big earner in the past, I’m lucky to have been able to afford a
large pod in one of the most up-market live-well communities. This glass-domed
paradise has specialist gardens, a pool, a well-stocked holodeck and fantastically
beautiful replicants who cater for any personal care desires. It is like being on
permanent holiday! It costs a lot to live this well, but I feel worth I am worth it
after all I have been through.

Susy looks out towards her new
home in Royal William Yard as
she walks back from her morning
swim. The gentle crashing of waves
against the sea wall can be heard
in the distance over soft ambient
music emanating from pilates
classes on the green.
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Paul, not really sure
Am I happy? Well, my parents were not alive at the same age. I do exercise
regularly (it’s not worth the hassle from the Chatbots not to). The pod feels a bit
claustrophobic but it’s all I can afford. I’d love to be able to travel where and when
I want to like I could in the past (no longer so accessible ever since the high tax
was added to the price of air travel as a response to climate change and even rail
trips are rationed). But then most of us live more local now, in what have become
much denser cities than when I lived here in Torbay as a young child. You do see
a lot more tourists here, not surprising with the warmer weather we have these
days here in the Southwest.
I ‘see’ my children and grandchildren in our holographic calls, though it is
sometimes hard to talk to them because I’m at a loss to understand this generation.
My grandson had his perfectly healthy legs removed so he could be fitted with
bionic implants. He thinks he’s like the Six-Million Dollar man. I remember my
Dad buying the video set of that programme, which I loved when I was a kid.
Now, just thinking about it makes me want to cry.
[Leah: resume]
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So, we still face challenges. We need to be honest about that and
keep on listening about where we need to improve our services.
As CEO of NNHS South West Peninsula, I am nevertheless proud
that we have been at the forefront of health innovation, allowing
us to deliver high quality, effective, cost-effective prevention and
care. Most of all, I would like to thank you, our many stakeholders,
whether you are our service users, our private, voluntary
and community partners, our regional government and most
particularly our wonderful staff for helping us achieve our vision.
I hope you will all enjoy the rest of the day, in which you can enjoy
our lovely landscape, chat with our staff and step into the hospital
of the past and the health system of the future in our holodeck
displays.
Thank you.
[Media team: ends]
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